Polynomials are used in many applications and hidden in libraries such as libm. Whereas the accuracy of functions used by linear algebra have long been studied, little is available to decide on one scheme to evaluate polynomials. Common knowledge solely emphasizes that Horner's rule is a good scheme unless the indeterminate is close to one of the polynomial's roots. We propose here criteria for one step of Horner's scheme to be faithful. A result is defined to be faithful when it was correctly rounded whereas the rounding mode (up, down or to the nearest) cannot be known by users. Our criteria are validated with the IEEE standard for floating point arithmetic using Coq automatic proof checker. We also present three programs in Maple, Java and C that check criteria for a polynomial associated with a domain for the indeterminate and a possible truncation error. Examples are given with approximations to elementary functions.
Introduction
It is sometimes interesting to open a few books and look at answers given to one problem. Our problem is to evaluate a polynomial with floating point arithmetic. The polynomial and the domain of the indeterminate are both known in advance and plenty of precomputing can be performed off-line. The question is: can we find a scheme where the result is an accurate approximation of the polynomial value for the given domain?
Neither Higham [10] , Epperson [7] , Markstein [14] , Muller [18] , Pan [1] nor Press et al. [19] give an alternative method to Horner's rule to enhance accuracy. For example, Higham bounds the forward error and proves that Horner's rule has a small relative backward error [10, pp. 94-96] . Readers can also use the generic condition number of an univariate real function |xf (x)/f (x)| to check that the problem is simple unless x is close to one of the polynomial's roots [10, p. 8] . Higham later presents notes and references in a separate section [10, pp. 102-104] . Knuth [13] presents an alternative scheme but he focuses his work on the number of operations (additions and multiplications).
The problem is not new and few noticeable authors proposed alternative choices [9, 15, 16] but they were unable to present a simple criterion on the choice of one evalu-ation scheme. It seems that deciding the most accurate or even finding a very accurate evaluation scheme for an arbitrary polynomial and an arbitrary domain of the indeterminate is a difficult problem.
However, authors have presented in the past some functions that use polynomial evaluation and that are fairly accurate [8, 17, 21] . Their shared trick is to use Horner's rule with a small indeterminate. As the rule unfolds in equation (1), ongoing error is scaled down by multiplication with the indeterminate. If the indeterminate is sufficiently small the final error is only slightly larger than the error of the last addition.
P (x) = a 0 + x × a 1 + x × a 2 + x × · · · (a n−1 + x × a n ) · · · .
(
Even with such a small bound on the error, it is not possible to guarantee correct rounding to the nearest, that is,
P (x) = • P (x) ,
where P (x) is the computed result of Horner's rule and •(y) is a real function that returns the floating point number nearest to y according to IEEE 754 standard. One would possibly consider relative distance between P (x) and P (x) or more precisely consider distance between P (x) and P (x) relative to the weight of one unit in the last place (ulp) of P (x). As we will see in section 2, such distances are unnecessarily loose.
We define an implementation to be faithful if it returns either the rounded up or the rounded down value of the exact result [6] . The floating point unit rounds all the atomic operations to the nearest, but evaluations of large expressions may return rounded up or down values of the exact results. We prove that requiring faithful rounding is more accurate than bounding the number of ulps of the error.
We then present a tight sufficient condition to guarantee faithful rounding on one step of Horner's rule [2] . Since the condition is a consequence of ANSI-IEEE 754 standard for floating point arithmetic [20] , it is validated using our specification of generic floating point arithmetic developed from [3] and Coq proof assistant [5] . Scripts of proofs are available on the Internet and can be reviewed at the following address. We indicate for each theorem its name in the Axpy file: http://lipforge.ens-lyon. fr/www/pff/.
In section 3, we present three programs in Maple, Java and C that compute an upper bound and an absolute error bound on an arbitrary polynomial and an arbitrary domain for the indeterminate. Both programs in Java and C are used when target floating point precision is the available machine precision. C code is much simpler as both floating point correct rounding to the nearest and directed roundings are native. Unfortunately, Java does not implement directed roundings [12] and these modes are loosely simulated on Java program whereas C program dynamically changes the rounding mode to easily obtain the best result.
As Maple, C and Java programs compute bounds on Horner's rule, these bounds are used to check one criterion defined in section 2. If the implemented polynomial is an approximation to another function such as an elementary function, programs add the truncation error before testing one criterion. If the criterion is satisfied, programs are able to guarantee faithful evaluation of the polynomial or faithful evaluation of the approximated function on the specified domain. Programs can be downloaded at: http://perso.ens-lyon.fr/marc.daumas/SoftArith/.
We finish this paper (section 4) by some concluding remarks and two examples where our programs guarantee faithful evaluation. The first one is used to approximate elementary functions [4] . The second one is due to Fike [8] . We also answer questions relative to second order Horner's rule for a pipelined processor.
Faithful multiply and accumulate guaranteed with Coq
Some processors, such as Intel's recent IA64, integrate a fused multiply and accumulate operator to enhance both speed and precision as the result of atomic floating point operation ax + y only incurs one final rounding [14] . We show in this section that it is feasible to obtain a faithful result under mild assumptions using only IEEE standard addition and multiplication to implement
Either with or without a fused multiply and accumulate, the result may still be faithful when inputs a 0 , x 0 and y 0 are not known exactly. We prove in sections 2.3 and 2.4 that
are faithful roundings of a 0 × x 0 + y 0 when
where λ is the smallest normal positive number and ulp is the weight of one unit in the last place of 1. We set ulp = ulp(1) with the formal definition of section 2.1. For sake of simplicity, we ask that ulp 2 −3 . That condition will be met by every sensible implementation.
We have used Coq automatic proof checker and our radix and rounding generic library of definitions and properties on floating point arithmetic. Yet, this work uses radix β = 2 and rounding to the nearest with any tie breaking rule.
Properties of our generic specification of floating point arithmetic in Coq
Numbers are represented with pairs (n, e) that stand for nβ e , where β is the radix of the floating point number system. We use an integral signed mantissa n. We define a bounded pair (n, e) such that |n| < β p and e −e min . We do not set an upper bound on the amplitude e since overflows are easily detected as results are not numbers but signed infinities or NaNs. The above definition is not sufficient to identify one unique pair (n, e) for a represented quantity. We add a normalization convention whereby the p-digit magnitude of the mantissa of the normal representation of a number is required to start with a nonzero digit. A bounded pair is normal if β · |n| β p and it is subnormal if β · |n| < β p and e = −e min . Each represented number has one unique representation either normal or subnormal. A pair is canonical if it is either normal or subnormal.
With this formalism, the smallest bounded positive number is λ d = β −e min , one unit in the last place of 1 is ulp = β 1−p [13] and the smallest normal positive number is λ = λ d /ulp. It was introduced in [5] for Coq proof environment [11] . Other formalisms of floating point arithmetic are in use with PVS, HOL or ACL2. Using Howard isomorphism, Coq and HOL rely on a very small inference engine to check correctness of proofs. Although Coq and HOL lack many automatic techniques implemented in PVS or ACL, they let users safely explore properties.
For a bounded pair r, we define ulp(r) = β e r , where (n r , e r ) is the canonical representation associated to r. This definition matches the one published by Higham [10] . We now give three new lemmas that will simplify our proofs in following sections.
Lemma 1 (FulpLeGeneral). For any bounded pair r,
Proof. We use case analysis since ulp(r) |r| × β 1−p if the canonical representation of r is normal and ulp(r) = β −e min if the canonical representation of r is subnormal.
Lemma 2 (RoundLeGeneral and RoundGeGeneral). Let v ∈ R and r = •(v),
Proof. As v is rounded to the nearest, we know that |v − r| ulp(r)/2. Conclusion follows from the previous result on ulp(r).
We will also need some results about the predecessor r − of a floating point pair r. The predecessor r − of r is defined as the largest bounded pair smaller than r. Its value can easily be deduced from (n r , e r ) if r is canonical. We can also define in the same way the successor r + of r as the bounded float just greater than r. The inequality r − < r < r + holds by construction. We also prove the following lemma. Proof (omitted). The proof is very simple. Yet, this little lemma is known to be useful and it has been validated with Coq.
To handle transparently negative cases, we define r * as r − if r 0 and r + if r < 0. With this definition 0 * = −β −e min . It means r * is the bounded float just near r, towards zero. It can be viewed as the rounded towards zero of the real value r − ε, when ε has the sign of r and it is much smaller than any represented floating point number.
Definition and properties of faithful rounding
Most available general purpose processors have long been compliant with IEEE 754 standard on floating point arithmetic. It means that they implement precise rounding of four arithmetic operations (addition, multiplication, division and square root). The result computed for any of these operations is the one given by applying a user-chosen rounding function on the result of the exact mathematical operation. The standard specifies four rounding functions: rounding to the nearest with even tie breaking, rounding up, down or towards 0.
An operator implements faithful rounding if the result is either the rounded up or the rounded down value of the exact result such as presented in figure 1. We consider that it is a non deterministic choice in the sense that users have no ability to select the rounding mode a priori or to know which rounding mode was used a posteriori. Theorem 1 shows that faithful rounding is more precise than allowing an error strictly less than one unit in the last place as precision wobbles near exact powers of the floating point radix.
Theorem 1 (MinOrMax_Rlt). Let v ∈ R and r faithful rounding of v, |v − r| < ulp(r).
Proof (omitted). The proof is very simple. Yet, this theorem strengthens our point of view and it has been validated with Coq.
The preceding theorem is not sufficient to ensure faithful rounding. More precisely, when r is far from any power of two, faithful rounding is equivalent to |v − r| < ulp(r) but when r is close to a power of two, this is not true anymore.
We present here some lemmas that are used in proofs of section 2.3. The first lemma handles most cases while the second one is used for the remaining cases. Proof sketch. See figure 3.
Sufficient conditions for a faithful multiply and accumulate
We now present the main theorems of section 2. Theorem 2, based on lemma 6, uses intermediate variables and the result. It yields the tightest condition but its condition cannot be easily tested a priori. Theorem 3 presented later is based on the inputs. Lemma 6 (AxpyPos). Given real numbers a 0 , x 0 and y 0 , and bounded floating-point numbers a, x and y, we define bounded floating-point numbers t and u such that
For
Proof. We set the bound
4 and we separate two cases. If t + y u, the rounding of u is upwards, and t + y is nearer to u than to u − . We conclude that
As 4|t| |u|, in most cases, we have
Special cases are handled and guaranteed independently with Coq. From lemma 3, we deduce that |u− (a 0 ×x 0 + y 0 )| < ulp(u − ) and we can conclude by lemma 4.
Otherwise, t + y u and
We conclude by lemma 5.
Theorem 2 (Axpy_tFlessu). Given real numbers a 0 , x 0 and y 0 , and bounded floatingpoint numbers a, x and y, we define bounded floating-point numbers t and u such that
If no overflow occurs and if 4|t| |u| and |y 0 − y|
4 then u is a faithful approximation to a 0 × x 0 + y 0 .
Proof. The theorem is exactly lemma 6 when u > 0. When u < 0, we use the same lemma but we change the inputs. We use −a in place of a, and −y in place of y. As both rounding to the nearest and faithful rounding are stable through the opposite, we guarantee the correctness of this assertion.
We have to handle u = 0 separately. As 4|t| |u|, this means that t = 0. This also means that t + y = 0 as t and y are bounded floating point numbers. So u = t = y = 0 and
4 .
As t = u = 0, we deduce that ulp(t) = ulp(u − ) = β −e min . It follows that |u − (a 0 × x 0 + y)| < ulp(u − ) and the result follows from lemma 4.
The preceding theorem depends on u, u * and t. We prefer to have a result depending only on the inputs. From previous results and with some long computations we get theorem 3.
Theorem 3 (Axpy_opt)
. Given real numbers a 0 , x 0 and y 0 , and bounded floating-point numbers a, x and y, if no overflow occurs and if
Proof (omitted). This theorem is a straight-forward but tedious consequence of previous theorems and of lemmas 1 and 2 to bound unknown values by known ones, namely, t, u and u * by a, x and y.
Since we assumed in the beginning of section 2 that floating point mantissas use at least 4 bits (ulp 2 −3 ), we can simplify the first condition and get corollary 1 or we can simplify both conditions to get corollary 2. 
Corollary 1 (Axpy_Simpl1). Given real numbers

Using a fused multiply and accumulate
Theorems of section 2.3 can be strengthened if we use a fused multiply and accumulate that only rounds once instead of separately rounding multiplications and additions. 
Lemma 7 (Axpy_FLessu_Fmac). Given real numbers a
If no overflow occurs and if
then u is a faithful approximation to a 0 × x 0 + y 0 .
Proof (omitted). The proof is similar to the one presented for lemma 6.
Theorem 4 (Axpy_opt_Fmac)
. Given real numbers a 0 , x 0 and y 0 , and bounded floatingpoint numbers a, x and y, if no overflow occurs and if
Proof (omitted). We deduce theorem 4 from lemma 7 with a path similar to the one used in the previous section.
There are two ways to use theorem 4. One first way is to recognize that the condition of theorem 4 is a consequence of conditions of theorem 3. Thereafter, we can check only the later conditions and obtain a function that faithfully runs with or without a fused multiply and accumulate. We can also check the easier condition of theorem 4 to solely validate implementations that use a fused multiply and accumulate.
Qualifying Horner's rule on approximated polynomials
Criteria defined in theorems of sections 2.3 and 2.4 can be used to test automatically faithfulness of Horner's rule on polynomials or approximated polynomial implementations of functions. We have written Maple, Java and C programs that do so. They are available through the Internet under GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1 as published by the Free Software Foundation.
Supporting functions in Maple
We define functions to mimic IEEE standard floating point arithmetic using exact multiple precision rational arithmetic. Most of them use two parameters: lgfr, lgex. They are the length of the fraction field and the length of the exponent field in IEEE standard representation. These lengths are (23, 8) for single precision, (52, 11) for double precision and (63, 15) for PC double extended precision.
• MinExpIEEE(lgex) returns the smallest allowed exponent.
• MinExpIEEE(lgex) returns the highest one.
• UlpCstIEEE(lgfr) computes the value of one unit in the last place of 1.
• LambdaIEEE(lgex) yields the smallest normalized positive number.
• ExpIEEE(x, lgex) computes the unbiased exponent associated with x.
• UlpIEEE(x, lgfr, lgex) computes one unit in the last place of x.
• BiasedIEEE(x, lgfr, lgex) rounds x to the nearest biased up.
• UpIEEE(x, lgfr, lgex) rounds x up.
Some functions use the approximated floating point logarithm available in Maple but two exact tests ensure correct behavior. Biased rounding is used in place of even tie breaking to yield simple and safe overestimations. Some results are signed infinities if they overflow the maximum exponent associated with lgex.
In the following, polynomials are supposed to be exact. Some functions can be applied to one number or to an array or a polynomial expression. The user may use BiasedIEEE(P, lgfr, lgex) where P is a polynomial to get the exact polynomial actually implemented (see section 4.2).
Usual bounds for Horner's rule in Maple
HornerBounds(P, XMax, relround) and HornerIEEE(P, XMax, lgfr, lgex) functions were implemented as a reference. They can also be used in qualifying the accuracy of Horner's rule for polynomials although we do not provide an example in Maple. The input is a number XMax defining the range [-XMax..XMax] for the indeterminate. The outputs are a bound PMax on the polynomial value and a bound AbsError on the absolute error of polynomial evaluation.
Function HornerBounds uses the relative error bound of the so-called standard model [10, p. 40] . Function HornerIEEE is a more precise program that closely mimics the IEEE standard behavior.
Given polynomial
we use any function, HornerBounds or HornerIEEE, to bound both the evaluation of
and the absolute error in the evaluation of P 1 (x) with Horner's rule. The criterion is checked with PMax and AbsError to decide whether the evaluation of P (x) is faithful.
Guaranteed faithful result of Horner's rule in Maple
HornerAXPY(P, XMax, Err0, Err1, ErrX) function, whose code is given below, is the main function of our Maple library. It tests if Horner's rule applied to polynomial P with the indeterminate in a subdomain S of [-XMax, XMax] yields a faithful evaluation of function f provided |f (0) − P (0)| is bounded by Err0, |f (x) − P (x) − f (0) + P (0)|/|x| is bounded by Err1 on S and a possible error on x is bounded by ErrX.
As these quantities are available, the function produces a bound PMax on the polynomial value and a bound AbsError on the absolute error of the polynomial evaluation. A third output is a binary encoded certificate. If the certificate is strictly less than 1, the final result is faithful. If the certificate is 0, all the recursive function calls were faithful.
The function uses AXPYCond1(a, x, y) and AXPYCond2(a, err_a, x, err_x, y, err_y) predicates defined from section 2.3. AXPYFCond2(a, err_a, x, err_x, y, err_y) predicate is a substitute condition defined in theorem 4. It can be used when hardware provide a fused multiply and accumulate. Some parameters have been omitted in function prototypes to get a more readable code.
HornerAXPY := proc(P, XMax, Err0, Err1, ErrX) local rec_max, erreur, rec_erreur, check, rec_check, PMax, SMax; if degree(P) = 0 then abs(P), Err0, 0; else rec_max, rec_erreur, rec_check := HornerAXPY (HornerStep(P), XMax, Err1, 0, ErrX); PMax := BiasedIEEE (rec_max * XMax); SMax := BiasedIEEE (PMax + abs(eval(P, x = 0))); if AXPYCond1
(rec_max, XMax, abs(eval(P, x = 0))) and AXPYCond2
(rec_max, rec_erreur, XMax, ErrX, abs(eval(P, x = 0)), Err0) then check := 0; else check := 1; fi; SMax, rec_erreur * XMax + rec_max * ErrX + Err0 + (UlpIEEE(PMax) + UlpIEEE(SMax)) / 2, check + rec_check / 2; fi; end:
Guaranteed faithful result of Horner's rule in C and Java
C and Java programs are not presented in this text. Some care is needed to handle polynomial as lists of coefficients and global variables are used to avoid returning three results to function calls.
Compared to Maple code, the user defined BiasedIEEE function is nicely replaced by hardware implementation on native floating point. On the other hand, exact rational computations on error bounds are now performed using the floating point unit. For C implementation we use fpgetround and fpsetround functions to dynamically set the active rounding mode to positive infinity or to restore the rounding mode to its default value. For Java implementation, we have changed formulas by adding ulps in many places to guarantee sufficient conditions.
For example, this is the code of the first condition in C. The rounding mode is set and restored to rounding to the nearest so that operations are rounded up towards +∞ in the expression. Following is the same code in Java where the rounding mode cannot be switched from rounding to the nearest. petit = a*x; petit += UlpIEEE(petit); petit *= (5 + 8*UlpCstIEEE); petit += UlpIEEE(petit);
Example of use and concluding remarks
We have just presented fairly tight conditions to get a faithful implementation of a polynomial evaluation with Horner's rule. We mean that the result is guaranteed to be almost correctly rounded by just running a little Maple, Java or C program. The question remaining is to know whether or not these conditions do occur in applications. We will see two examples.
Example 1. Polynomial approximation to the exponential
In this example, we approximate exp(x) to sufficient accuracy using Chebyshev's orthonormal basis and least squares projection with x in [−2 −4 , 2 −4 ]. The polynomial is forced to begin with 1 + x + x 2 /2. The result is rounded and the parameters are defined to use IEEE double precision arithmetic. Examples of function calls to HornerBounds and HornerIEEE are presented in Maple and various quantities are computed. Finally, HornerAXPY function is called. This example is also used in Java and C programs. We conclude from tests that Horner's rule applied to this polynomial yields a faithful approximation to the exponential.
As it is easy to modify the program in Maple, we have checked that this method yields a faithful polynomial over
. This failure is not surprising as the first condition of theorem 3 roughly forces 5|a × x| |y| and the later indeterminate domain roughly yields 4|a × x| ≈ |y| at the interval bounds. We have also tested that, using a fused multiply and accumulate operator, the method yields a faithful approximation over [−2 −2 , 2 −2 ]. Since our criterion is very simple we are able to explore many different solutions for hardware and software.
Coq theorems proved in section 2 can be applied to build faithful approximations to elementary functions over the full floating point domain. We have tested in the remaining of the specific Maple subsection available on the Internet the exponential over
We used a technique similar to the one first used by Wong and Goto [22] and assumed argument reduction targeting to an error less than half an ulp of the maximum reduced argument with a total of 7 polynomials. Stronger argument reduction consistently provides faithful approximations with smaller polynomials although it uses tables with more entries. Faithful polynomial approximations are also presented on cosine for x ∈ [0, 27/32] that contains [0, π/4] and on sine for x ∈ [9/32, 27/32].
Example 2. A polynomial from Fike
This example is due to Fike. The following polynomial appeared in [8] 
Concluding remarks and perspectives
The presented criteria on faithful multiply and accumulate operations are tools to deduce relative error bounds from absolute bounds. They are powerful for two reasons. First, obtaining absolute error bounds on Horner's rule is simple and methods are presented in textbooks. Second, this technique works as soon as the indeterminate is small enough, a situation that occurs in many implementations.
Another example of use lies in second order Horner's rule [13] where the loop has been unrolled once. The polynomial P is uniquely replaced by two polynomials Q and R such that
On a pipelined or superscalar processor, polynomials Q and R can be evaluated with Horner's rule in the time needed to evaluate Q alone. This technique almost divides by two the time to evaluate P compared to usual Horner's rule. We have tested unrolled Horner's rule with the polynomial of the first example. The criterion is tested in DoubleAXPY(P, XMax, Err0, Err1, ErrX) function to conclude that this Horner's pipeline-oriented rule yields a faithful approximation to the exponential over [−2 −4 , 2 −4 ]. Although we have restricted to β = 2 for this work, careful reading of the proofs allows us to believe that this work is true whatever the actual radix value. Similar theorems (with slightly different bounds) could be proved.
Finally, this work is another attempt to enhance dependability through automatic proof checking. On one hand, we have proved and checked difficult results related to floating point arithmetic. On the other hand, we have trustfully used pen and paper proofs on common mathematical objects. We did also trust our ability to write small pieces of correct software manipulating simple data. On contrary, a full check from scratch of the correction of C procedures used to implement the exponential function would be long and tedious and it would never let us explore trade-offs as we did with this work.
